
AC TRANSIT DISTRICT REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS 
PURCHASING DEPARTMENT NO. 2016-1357 
 

BASE ORDER FOR TEN (10) FORTY TWO AND ONE HALF FEET, DOUBLE DECK BUS 

PROCUREMENT, WITH AN OPTION FOR UP TO NINETEEN (19) ADDITIONAL BUSES  

ADDENDUM Number 6 dated March 15, 2016 
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The Alameda-Contra Costa Transit District herewith issues this Addendum No. 6 to the 
above referenced Documents.  Except as modified below, all other terms and conditions 
shall remain in effect.  Strikethrough texts are words deleted from original RFP text and 
bold/italicized/underlined texts are changes to original RFP text. 
 
 
Amendments to Request for Proposal 
 
  NONE 
 
Questions and Clarifications 
 
Q1. Can the district provide a general route profile that these vehicles will be used?  We 
understand that the operation has longer runs without very frequent stops.  
Understanding the route profile will allow Contractor to apply best profile with engine 
manufacturer and ensure any necessary trials take place prior to manufacturing a 
solution for District. 
 
A1. The general route profile for the vehicles is contained in Attachment A. Currently 
stops are spaced longer than local service at approx. 1200’ apart, but some routes have 
more frequent stops.  
We’re planning to re-design the service in the next 12-18 months, which will partly look 
to reduce the length of the trips to San Francisco and reduce the number of stops on 
the routes.  
 
Q2. Many specific suppliers have defined in the RFP.  In many cases this could be to 
set the standard for componentry in this particular area of the vehicle and for other 
cases it could be a requirement to keep fleet commonality.  Contractor requests in 
general that if an equally property and performance specified product be submitted in 
the proposal that the District will consider this to be an approved equal for purposes of 
the RFP and later negotiated by the District and Contractor for acceptance in design of 
final vehicle. 
 
A2. Denied. Each approved equal for a specific product provided in the RFP will need to 
be identified on an individual basis in questions / clarifications to the District. 
 
Q3. Where the specification states, "The Contractor and its Suppliers shall furnish every 
reasonable facility…" we ask that it read, "The Contractor, to the best of their ability with 
its Suppliers, shall furnish every reasonable facility…" 
 

A3. Denied 
 
Q4. We ask that the ending statement, "Regardless of any disputes, the Contractor shall 
proceed with the Work ordered." be removed. 
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A4. Denied 
  
Q5. This is an unlimited indemnity covering intentional misconduct or negligent acts, 
errors or omissions and extends to those of our Suppliers and Subcontractors.  Our 
potential exposure under such an indemnity that extends to our supplier base cannot all 
be under our control.  What options is the District willing to accept to limit indemnity in 
regards to suppliers and subcontractors? 
 
A5. Denied. The Contractor choses their suppliers and subcontractors and should have 
their own language in those agreements about their subrogation rights.   
 
Q6. The District has the right to terminate for convenience at any time it seems.  Please 
note the obligations to Contractor that would flow from that in the 8 bullet points on page 
36/37.  It seems to suggest that Contractor would have to do these items before getting 
compensated.   Logically and in fairness, Contractor should only be obliged to incur 
costs under the 4th, 5th, 6th and 8th bullet points compensation by the District.  Is this 
cost liability acceptable to District? 
 
A6. Denied. The Contractor's is obliged to incur the necessary and ordinary costs to 
fulfill the Termination for Convenience provisions and all rights, as specified, to recoup 
all compensations due by filing the termination claim under the provisions of Part 49 of 
the Federal Acquisition Regulations (48 CFR 49).    
 
Q7. We request the following statement be added to the end of the last paragraph on 
page 37 that ends, "…former lien holders."  Add, "The District to exercise such 
discretion “reasonably and fairly." 
 
A7. Acceptable 
 
Q8. Instead of the statement, "Delivery of the base order of ten (10) buses shall be 
completed within twenty [20] weeks after delivery of the executed Contract documents." 
we propose that a Delivery schedule proposal be submitted in RFP to minimize delivery 
time from delivery of the executed Contract documents.  Twenty weeks will not be 
feasible with constraints of expected design reviews, engineering development, supplier 
component lead-time, production and evaluation time of 'lead production vehicle' 
defined in section SP 1.1 (p.43) of RFP. 
 
A8. Acceptable. However, the schedule must be specific, and if awarded will adhered 
to. Failure to adhere to the schedule could be cause to invoke liquidated damages 
pursuant to the RFP. 
 
Q9. In order to make most attractive offer to District, we ask for clarification on how the 
stage payments in "Option 3: Progress Payments" should affect the total coverage 
value of the "Performance Guarantee" bond.  Our interpretation is that the value of bond 
will need to increase only at times of staged payments.  Description of District's desired 
protection under the performance guarantee in this regards is requested. 
 
A9. The performance guarantee is still required, as final acceptance would still be 
required for any final payment. 
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Q10. The contract requires a 5 year policy term.  The policy we will offer is on an annual 
basis and will be renewed each year for the 5 year term.  Is this acceptable? 
 
A10. That is acceptable. We need coverage throughout the term of the contract, but 
understand that insurance coverage is typically provided in one year intervals. 
Approved. 
 
Q11. For the statement, "All Contractor's policies shall contain an endorsement naming 
the District as an additional insured," we ask that requirement is removed or amended 
to state that Contractor is to assume responsibility for notifying the District of 
cancellation at least (30) days prior to termination, cancellation.... 
 
A11. These are two different issues. We must have all insurance certificates including 
AC Transit as an additional insured. There is no cost to the contractor is fulfilling this 
request from your insurance carrier. Notifying the District of insurance cancellation is 
your responsibility, and is typically performed by your insurance carrier. 
 
Q12. Request that requirements of Software Escrow Account be waived in place of 
Contractor's full support under warranty specification of RFP. 
 
A12. Approved 
 
Q13. Overall length specified to be 42 1/2'. E500 design is 43 1/2' when front and rear 
bumpers are included.  Ask that this be changed to 43 1/2' 
 
A13. Approved 
 
Q14. General aisle widths 22" width asked for -- Lower saloon is 23" with the upper 
saloon at 18" approximately one demonstrator bus shown at AC Transit.  Is 
approximately 18" width acceptable in the upper saloon? 
 
A14. Please advise why the 22" aisle width requested can't be achieved. 
 
Q15. Headroom - Lower saloon: 77" headroom requested can delivered forward of the 
rear axles.  This height gradually decreases lower than this beyond the rear axles.  Will 
this be acceptable? 
 
A15. Acceptable 
 
Q16. Headroom - 77" headroom is requested -- 67" is available in the upper saloon.  
Will this be acceptable? 
 
A16. Acceptable 
 
Q17. Approach and departure angles specified to be 9 degrees minimum.  E500 
designed to 7.4 degrees approach and 8 degrees departure.  Is this acceptable? 
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A17. Denied. Buses operating on District routes have challenging approach and 
departure angles. Must meet 9 degrees or better. Please advise why the requested 
angles can't be achieved. 
 
Q18. Subfloor specified to be 3/4" (19mm) 7 ply plywood.  Our design has 15mm 
floorboards.  Will this be acceptable? 
 
A18. Please provide warranty and load capacity for subfloor suggested. 
 
Q19. Floor Coverings -- Drivers area plus non slip.  Drivers’ area specified to have 
aluminum plate floor covering with anti-skid coating.  Our standard design has our 
15mm treated floorboard with no aluminum plate covering.  Is this acceptable? 
 
A19. Please provide District with more detail for this request. 
 
Q20. Request that Gerflor flooring material be an approved equal with specified Altro 
flooring material. 
 
A20. Denied. District requests "Altro" flooring for fleet commonality. 
 
Q21. Request that material with equal performance specifications be an approved equal 
to the "Talfourd-Jones" TACTAL material specified. 
 
A21. Please provide District with more detail 
 
Q22. Wheel housings call for 2mm stainless steel construction with 4" clearance.  
Heavy Duty GRP used for our wheel housings.  Will this be acceptable? 
 
A22. Please provide District with more detail 
 
Q23. Vertical Entryway heights specified to be 198cm.  Our design is Entry = 1817mm / 
Exit = 1872mm.  Are these heights acceptable? 
 
A23. 198cm is a typical height with other bus manufacturers in the fleet. Please advise 
why the requested height cannot be met. 
 
Q24. Request clarification on how the District will carry out or require verification on 
how, "The bus body and roof structure shall withstand a static load equal to 150 percent 
of the curb weight evenly distributed on the roof with no more than a 6 inch (152 mm) 
reduction in any interior dimension. 
 
A24.  This requirement is in the APTA Standard Bus Procurement Guidelines. The bus 
manufacturer will have the responsibility to demonstrate this information. 
 
Q25. Request that an equally property and performance specified product agreed by the 
District other than "Ashland Petroleum Co." Tectyl, "Liquid Plastics Limited" Isoclad, 
"Dolchem" 7751 Hydro Armor, "PPG" Corashield (white) be an approved equal. 
 
A25. Before acceptance please provide the most current MSDS sheet for District 
review. 
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Q26. The specification calls for the bus exterior color scheme and decals to be provided 
at a later time.  Request that we use or best discretion to estimate what this scheme 
may be for the proposal purpose but that this specification is open for cost review 
should the scheme be more elaborate than planned. 
 

A26. Acceptable 
 
Q27. Battery Compartment specified to be a curbside location.  Our design is a rear 
street side location.  Is this acceptable? 
 
A27. Acceptable 
 
Q28. Specification calls for, "There shall be no lip on edge of the tray where the 
batteries are slid into and out of the tray."  Our design has a lip but tray has relief drain 
holes.  Is this acceptable? 
 
A28. Acceptable 
 
Q29. Electronic Equipment Compartment calls for four (4) slide-out shelves.  Our design 
has three (3) trays -- 31' x 23" x 25" each. Is this design acceptable? 
 
A29.  Denied. The District requires (4) slide-out shelves for the amount of electronics 
going into the cabinet 
 
Q30. We can offer towing pockets which allows for a “stinger type” tow, fully elevated is 
not recommended due to potential of pushing front over height.  Is this design 
acceptable? 
 
A30. Please provide District with more info/drawings 
 
Q31. Specification reads, "No rear-facing passenger seats shall be allowed."  We ask 
for provision to call for "rear-facing passenger seats shall be kept at a minimum and 
only for cases to maximize seating count at the discretion of the District." For reference, 
we may propose to have 6 rearward facing seats in lower saloon. 
 
A31. Denied. The District requests no rear-facing seats for fleet commonality 
 
Q32. Specification reads, "Transverse seats shall be cantilever-mounted to the inside 
wall of the bus."  We ask that, "or where required, pedestal mounted." be added to this 
specification. 
 
A32. Denied. For fleet commonality purposes 
 
Q33. Specification reads, "Rear couch seats shall be hinged to provide access to the 
rear engine compartment hatch."  We ask that this access need not be hinged as our 
design is a fixed 3-way unit. 
 
A33. Please clarify with more info/drawing 
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Q34. Request that window system of inward opening transom panels specification 
details such as the 25 to 35 percent window area and specifically using a 5/16 square 
key to secure be open for discussion and agreement by District during pre-production 
design review. 
 
A34. Please clarify with more info/drawing 
 
Q35. Side / Passenger + Optional rear windows -- Material:  Wanted = ASA2 standard / 
Laminated 0.25" thick.  Offered = ADL standard / Toughened 5mm thick.  Is this 
acceptable? 
 
A35. Denied.  
 
Q36. Side / Passenger + Optional rear windows -- Tint:  Wanted = 44% tint.  Offered = 
50% tint.  Is this acceptable? 
 
A36. Denied. Please explain why request cannot be met 
 
Q37. Specification calls for "Ricon", "Storm-Tite Rapid Replacement" window sashes 
which entails a framed window construction design.  Our side glass windows are directly 
bonded to window apertures instead of a frame construction and are an integral 
component for the structure strength of vehicle.  Is this acceptable? 
 
A37. Denied. For fleet commonality purposes and for the safety of passengers 
 
Q38. Request that an equally property and performance specified product agreed by the 
District other than Hanover be an approved equal. 
 
A38. Denied. For fleet commonality purposes 
 
Q39. Our vehicle compartment design and location of drive shaft will not allow for, 
"Access hatch to allow a mechanic to disconnect the drive shaft from the differential 
from inside the bus shall be provided."  Will this be acceptable? 
 
A39. Please clarify 
 
Q40. System A -- Specification calls for Cord Activated:  Is a standard bellpush system 
acceptable? 
 
A40. Denied. For fleet commonality purposes 
 
Q41.  Fleet Monitoring System -- Can District provide Contractor with required bill of 
material specifying all required componentry? 
 
A41. Fleetwatch Contact: Jeremy Rothermel. Customer Support S&A Systems.972-
722-1009 X32. jeremy@fleetwatch.com 
 
Q42. Instruments: Our solution uses a one piece digital panel with key air gauges on 
front as dial and all circuits accessible via the interface screen. Is this acceptable? 
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A42.  Accepted 
 
Q43. Some of the warnings in Table 4.2 include warnings relating to the turntable on 
artic bus which a double decker will not have.  We ask to have these warnings be 
waived as necessary. 
 
A43.  Agreed 
 
Q44. Specification calls for a bus operator water bottle receptacle be located on street 
side console panel.  Request that location may be in other agreed upon location by the 
District in the driver compartment area. 
 
A44. Please provide District with alternate locations 
 
Q45. Request that an equally property and performance specified product agreed by the 
District other than B&R be an approved equal. 
 
A45. Denied. Language should read Hadley for brand of mirror. For fleet commonality 
purposes 
 
Q46. Smart Card System -- "Clipper":  System to be supplied by CUBIC or approved 
equal.  Distributed system including WLAN antenna on roof.  Can District provide 
Contractor with required bill of material specifying all required componentry? 
 
A46. Please contact Curtis Rodgers w/Cubic for the information requested.        
curtis.rodgers@cubic.com/ 510.281.1306 
 
Q47. Smart Card System -- "Clipper" Patron devices:  Patron devices at the doors plus 
package protection for the Encoder/Decoder box.  Can District provide Contractor with 
required bill of material specifying all required componentry? 
 
A47. Please contact Curtis Rodgers w/Cubic for the information requested.        
curtis.rodgers@cubic.com/ 510.281.1306 
 
Q48. Exhaust Arrangement calls for, "exhaust outlet shall be at the left rear corner of 
the roof."  Our design due to the higher profile of double deck is a low mounted, right of 
center, exhaust outlet.  Is this acceptable? 
 
A48. The District is concerned with exhaust gases at street level and its effect on 
pedestrians. Please explain why our request cannot be provided.  
 
Q49. Specification calls for, "This assembly shall be mounted separately from the 
coolant fill but accessible from the same access door as used for the coolant fill and 
sight glass."  Our sight glass on rear of header tank is visible if engine bay door is open 
with an option of a push button coolant warning system. No external sight glass.  Is this 
acceptable? 
 
A49. Acceptable 
 
Q50. Specification calls for EMP fans.  We use SPAL fans.  Is this acceptable? 
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A50. Denied. For fleet commonality purposes. Please explain why EMP system cannot 
be provided. 
 
Q51. We use flourosilicone lined as standard and constant torque clamps (not 
specifically Breeze).  Is this acceptable? 
 
A51. Acceptable 
 
Q52. We do not fit a filter in the cooling circuit.  Is this an absolute requirement? 
 
A52. Yes. Required 
 
Q53. Charge Air Cooler is opposite side to Radiator. Radiator on right, CAC on left.  Is 
this acceptable? 
 
A53. Acceptable 
 
Q54. We use a Donaldson Air Filter.  Is this acceptable alternative? 
 

A54. Acceptable 
 
Q55. Are use of Femco and Fozmula drains acceptable system for "Unique Truck 
Equipment Inc."? 
 
A55. Please provide District with more details/drawing 
 
Q56. Request that minimum of (5) engine compartment lights be reduced to (3) lights if 
illumination is sufficient to District. 
 
A56. Please provide District with more details/drawing 
 
Q57. MAN axles are specified.  Our design uses ZF.  Is this acceptable approved 
equal? 
 
A57. Approved 
 
Q58. Our tag axle is a "steering" tag axle.  Is this acceptable? 
 
A58. Approved 
 
Q59. Fuel Storage and Handling.  Minimum 492 liter tank is specified.  450 liter tank 
fitted as standard on our design.  Is this acceptable?  What is your operation range 
specification? 
 
A59. What is the useable amount of fuel available? What is the possibility of providing a 
larger tank? 
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Q60. Fuel tank is single tank and aluminum construction.  Tank is located rear of tag 
axle on right-hand and is removed inward and out via window instead of via underside 
of bus as in specification.  Is this acceptable? 
 
A60. Please provide District process/drawing/steps for removing and replacing fuel tank 
 
Q61. Our brakes are EBS with fully 3 axle split and pneumatic safety back up in case of 
electronics failure.  Is this acceptable? 
 
A61. Please provide District with more details/drawing 
 
Q62. Is Textar brake linings approved equal to specified Ferodo? 
 
A62. Accepted 
 
Q63. Our brakes are disc brake not drum so no slack adjusters as stated in the 
specification.  Is this acceptable? 
 
A63. Accepted 
 
Q64. Our compressor is engine mounted, not electrically powered.  Is this acceptable? 
 
A64. Accepted 
 
Q65. System does not utilize a ping tank but has a cooling coil in radiator face.  Is this 
acceptable? 
 
A65. Accepted 
 
Q66. We use a single and not dual air drier.  Is this acceptable? 
 
A66. Please provide District with more details/drawing. Please explain why a dual air 
dryer cannot be provided as requested. 
 
Q67. Request that industry standard colors commonly used for air lines throughout 
Contractor's vehicle product line be an approved equal. 
 
A67. Denied. For fleet commonality purposes 
 
Q68. Request that if all specification requirements are met in the air conditioning 
specification that 407c coolant be an approved equal to R134a. 
 
A68.  Denied. For fleet commonality purposes 
 
Q69. Roof ventilators:  This section appears to be written based on the specification of a 
single deck bus.  The design of our double deck does not have roof ventilators.  Is this 
acceptable? 
 
A69. Please provide District with more details 
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Q70. Request that Ricon's 6:1 ramp be an approved equal to specified Lift-U 6:1 ramp. 
 
A70. Denied. For fleet commonality purposes. Please advise why the requested Lift-U 
6:1 ramp cannot be provided. 
 
Q71. 2.     Electrical system diagnostic and troubleshooting guides. We have no 
troubleshooting guide; however troubleshooting is included in specific component 
diagnostic software.  Is this acceptable? 
 
A71. Accepted 
 
Q72. 3.     Electronic data control troubleshooting manuals. We have no troubleshooting 
guide; however troubleshooting is included in specific component diagnostic software.  
Is this acceptable? 
 
A72. Accepted 
 
Q73. 6.     Air system diagnostic and troubleshooting guides. We have no 
troubleshooting guide for this specific system but a general review training can be 
instructed.  Is this acceptable? 
 
A73. Accepted 
 
Q74. 8.     Foundation brake system analysis and troubleshooting guides. We have no 
troubleshooting guide for this specific system but a general review training can be 
instructed.  Is this acceptable? 
 
A74. Accepted 
 
Q75. 9.     Anti-Lock Brake (ABS) system service, troubleshooting, and overhaul 
manuals. We have no troubleshooting guide for this specific system but a general 
review training can be instructed.  Is this acceptable? 
 
A75. Accepted 
 
Q76. We do not list OEM Part Numbers in our parts manuals.  Is this acceptable? 
 
A76. Accepted 
 
Q77. Standard terms are freight excluded but this RFP calls for freight to be included.  
Contractor agrees to supply a parts list inclusive of freight. Freight is defined as surface 
transportation. Requests for shipment to be by means of dedicated vehicle, Air or other 
premium logistics methods are chargeable at cost.  Are these terms acceptable? 
 
A77. Denied. 
 
 
 
Q78. Where specification states to provide for, "Cutaway of the power steering pump 
supplied" and "Cutaway of the power steering gear supplied" we do not provide such 
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training aids but can provide general functionality training of these systems.  Is this 
acceptable? 
 
A78. Acceptable 
 
Q79. Where specification calls to have stand-alone fully operational Air Conditioning, 
Engine, Transmission, Exhaust, Multiplex, and Door System modules, we do not 
provide such stand-alone systems but can use newly delivered buses to demonstrate 
operation of these systems.  Is this acceptable? 
 
A79. Acceptable 
 
Q80. In the description that reads, "At its discretion, the District may perform such work 
if it is so determined," does this suggest that the Contractor will not have the ability to 
first do the work as noted in the earlier stated, "To the extent practicable."?  How is this 
process agreed upon between District and Contractor? 
 
A80. The District intends to perform warranty work where practical but in cases where it 
is not we need the contractor to provide such services. Specific cases may include but 
not limited to fleet defects, campaigns and retrofits. 
 
Q81. Can any historical data be given to describe the road service practice for AC 
Transit's fleet to minimize the assumption by contractor?  The statement that, "The cost 
of a road service will consist of the warranty….for the actual number of mechanics sent 
(one or two), plus a charge for a tow truck if used at the current towing rate." covers 
work that could vary vastly so a general understanding of historical practice will allow 
Contractor to provide best warranty solution. 
 
A81. The District's typical road call averages 1 hour in length 
 
Q82. Where specification states, "Returned parts value is limited to 5 percent (5%) of 
the total parts purchased from the Contractor." we ask it read, "Returned parts value is 
limited to 5 percent (5%) of the total parts purchased from the Contractor within a prior 
month period." 
 
A82. Approved with the understanding that this refers to the parts bought with the 
buses, not all parts going forward for the useful lives of the vehicles. 
 
Q83. Where restocking charge is set to a maximum of fifteen percent (15%) we request 
maximum to be set at twenty percent (20%). 
 
A83. Accepted 
 
Q84. We ask that the stipulation be added stating that, "Parts returned will be in their 
original packaging and fit for re-sale." 
 
A84. Accepted 
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Amendments to the General Conditions, Instructions and Information for Offerors 
 

NONE 
 
Amendments to the Federal Clauses 
 

NONE 
  
Amendments to the Scope of Services 
 

NONE 
 
Amendments to the Attachments 
 

NONE 
 
Amendments to the Sample Contract 
 

NONE 
 


